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ABSTRACT

We survey templatic diminutive formation in Hungarian. We conclude that there is an intricate system of
endings that are added to bases which are truncated if they contain more than one vowel. Bases are also
subject to vowel length changes in both directions, as well as the palatalization of the last consonant. The
templatic diminutive forms are not subject to vowel harmony occurring in suffixes which prevails in the
regular additive morphology of the language. Nevertheless, these forms conform to the vowel patterns
found in disyllabic monomorphemic or disyllabic suffixed word forms.
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In this paper we examine various types of diminutive formation in Hungarian and show that
truncative diminutives exhibit unique behaviour in several respects as compared to all other
types of morphological processes. These forms are templatic, conforming to an intricate system
of templates containing a fixed final vowel (in some cases the last two vowels are invariant), and
potentially a consonant either after or before this vowel.

We are unaware of such a catalogue of templatic diminutive forms in Hungarian. Vago
(1980), van de Weijer (1989), or Kiefer & Lad�anyi (2000b, 170ff) discuss the type of diminutive
formation we describe in this paper, but touch upon a single template, albeit the most common
one, —i. Other accounts (B�arczi 1931–1932; Tompa 1964; T. Somogyi 2017) offer many data,
but are more or less unsystematic. Also many words listed especially by B�arczi became
obsolete in the past decades. There is more extensive literature about similar forms in other
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languages (Prieto 1992; Thornton 1996; Itô & Mester 1997; Schneider 2003; Alber & Arndt-
Lappe 2012; Kenstowicz 2019).

The paper begins with a brief introduction to the phoneme inventory of Hungarian (§1). We
then define what we mean by a “diminutive” form: we use this as a cover term for a wider
semantic/pragmatic field, including hypocoristics, humorous, slangy, informal words, whose
phonological shapes are similar (§2). We then introduce what we call additive (or concatenative
or agglutinative) morphology, which constitutes the bulk of morphology in Hungarian (§3). In a
rather limited se of cases we find vowel–zero alternation in additive morphology, (§4). This
process is distinct from truncation (§5), a characteristic only of the formation of templatic
diminutives. The catalogue of diminutive templates follows in the next section (§6), with a
subsection for each template vowel. We briefly discuss the role of reduplication (§7), and the
curious absence of vowel harmony in diminutive forms (§8). Conclusions discussing the dif-
ferences between additive and truncative morphological processes end the paper (§9).

1. VOWELS AND CONSONANTS IN HUNGARIAN

The reference accent of Hungarian distinguishes between seven short vowels. It contains the
canonical five-vowel inventory complemented by two front rounded vowels. The textbook
tradition holds that each of the seven vowels has a long counterpart. A number of morpho-
phonological alternations support this analysis and the standard spelling also reflects it. We list
these vowels in (1).

(1) The vowel system of Hungarian

front unrounded front rounded back
high i iː y yː u uː
mid _ eː ø øː o oː
low ɛ _ ɑ aː

The transcription symbols we use in this paper suggest that there is also a quality difference
between the low ([ɑ]–[aː]) and the front unrounded nonhigh short–long pairs ([ɛ]–[eː]).1 In the
reference accent [ɛ] alternates both with mid the vowels [ø] and [o] and with the low [ɑ] due to
backness and/or roundness harmony, cf. §3. Furthermore, its long counterpart [eː] alternates
only with the low [aː], not with mid [øː] and [oː]. We categorize [ɛ] as a low vowel because of its
behaviour with respect to vowel harmony, specifically the Height Effect (Hayes et al. 2010): [ɛ]
exhibits less characteristics of neutrality than [eː], which in turn exhibits less characteristics of
neutrality than [i] or [iː]. Another reason for assigning [ɛ] and [ɑ] to a natural class is that they
both lengthen before suffixes, cf. (4f).

In (2) we tabulate the consonant phonemes of Hungarian. We take [j], [ʋ], and [h] to be
approximants, not fricatives (the latter two contra Sipt�ar & T€orkenczy 2000, 76ff), although all
three consonants have fricative allophones. The status of [ʣ] is debatable: most of its

1A lesser quality difference also exists between the other mid vowel pairs, [ø]–[øː] and [o]–[oː], but this is often ignored
in transcriptions. Lass (1984) transcribes these vowels as [œ], [øː], [ɔ], [oː], respectively. In this paper the choice between
the two analyses is irrelevant, so we apply the simpler set of symbols.
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occurrences are geminates suggesting that it is a [d]þ[z] cluster. In our transcriptions we will
include [ŋ], the nasal occurring before velar plosives.

(2) The consonant system of Hungarian

labial dental postalveolar palatal velar glottal
plosives p b t d c ɟ k ɡ
affricates ʦ (ʣ) ʧ ʤ
fricatives f s z ʃ ʒ
nasals m n ɲ
approximants ʋ r l j h

Hungarian has voicing assimilation of obstruents: adjacent obstruents agree in voicing. The
voicing of an obstruent cluster is determined by its last member. This is also true of clusters
separated by a word boundary. So [tyːz] ‘fire’þ[køː] ‘stone’ is [tyːskøː] ‘flint’, while [ørøk]þ
[zøld] is [ørøɡzøld] ‘evergreen’.

The dental nasal assumes the place of articulation of a following occlusive and loses its
occlusion before a following nonocclusive. So [keːn]þ[por] is [keːmpor] ‘sulphur powder’,
þ[ɟaːr] is [keːɲɟaːr] ‘sulphur factory’, þ[køː] is [keːŋkøː] ‘brimstone’, þ[ʃaːrɡɑ] is [keːɯ̃ʃaːrɡɑ]
‘sulphur yellow’.

Hungarian has two palatal plosives, [c] and [ɟ], the nasal [ɲ], as well, as the approximant [j].
At a stemþsuffix boundary the dentals [t], [d], and [n] merge with a following [j] into [cc], [ɟɟ],
and [ɲɲ],2 respectively, or into their short variant if the dental occurs in a cluster ([bot]þ[jɑ] →
[boccɑ] ‘stick-3SG.POSS’, [pont]þ[jɑ] → [poɲcɑ] ‘pointþ3SG.POSS’). In the same environment [l]þ
[j] surface as [jj] ([tol]þ[jɑ] → [tojja] ‘push-3SG.DEF_OBJ’).

2. DIMINUTIVES

We are going to compare diminutive forms to their nondiminutive counterparts, which we call
their base. This is important, because there are some regularities that can only be formulated by
reference to the base. A base can often be associated with several diminutive forms ([mɑri],
[maːri], [mɑriʃ], [mɑrʧi], [mɑrɑ], [mɑrʧɑ], [mɑɲi], [mɑnʦi], [mɑrɛs] are all diminutives for the
name [maːrijɑ],3 and [okʃi], [oksi], [okʃɑ], [okʃ], [okɛs], [okkɛr] are all diminutives for [okeː]
‘okay’).

We use the term diminutive (DIM) for several different semantic categories, which do not
seem to be distinguished morphophonologically in Hungarian. Some of these forms are hy-
pocoristics, terms of endearment or belittling, others are simply informal, slangy, or humorous
versions of their base. Kiefer & Lad�anyi claim that diminutive forms have no semantic correlates,
their use is governed by pragmatic factors (2000b, 171). In Hungarian none of these forms can
be used exclusively as vocatives, unlike in Italian (Alber 2010). Since a semantic/pragmatic

2In transcriptions we represent long vowels using the IPA length mark, but geminate consonants by doubling the relevant
symbol.
3Words without a gloss are names, typically given names, in some cases family, animal, or geographical names.
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delineation of diminutive forms is rather uncertain, we are going to compare the phonological
shape of potential diminutive forms to their bases when there appears to be a firm semantic
connection between the two.

The base ofmost diminutive forms is a noun, typically a given name, but itmay also be a common
noun, as well as a family or a geographical name. In addition, we also find adjectives ([unɑlmɑʃ] >4

[unʧi] ‘boring’, [puhɑ] > [puhi] ‘soft’), adverbs ([komoj(ɑn)] > [komʧi] ‘serious(ly), [ʧudɑ] > [ʧudi]
‘awfully’). Verbs in present-day Hungarian are coined by suffixing [z] or [l] to their stem.5 No
diminutive template ends in either of these consonants, accordingly verbal diminutivesmust contain
one of these suffixes: [ɲɑl] ‘lick’ > [ɲɑli-z] ‘suck up to’, [ɡyrʦøl] > [ɡyri-z] ‘toil’, [piʃaːl] > [piʃi-l] ‘pee’.
However, suffixless diminutive verbs occur as second person imperatives: e.g., [mutɑt] ‘show’ >
[muti] ‘show-2SG.IMP’, [fiɟɛl] ‘listen’ > [fiɟi]/[fiɟu] ‘listen-2SG.IMP’.6

Somewordswhose phonological form satisfies the formal criteria of diminutives (and are inmost
cases etymologically diminutive forms) have lexicalized nondiminutive meanings ([saːl] ‘thread’,
[sɑːlkɑ] ‘splinter’; [ɲaːl] ‘saliva’, [ɲaːlkɑ] ‘slime’; [pɑtɑ] ‘hoof’, [pɑtkoː] ‘horseshoe’; [ʧɑl] ‘cheat’, [ʧɑli]
‘bait’, in the last case the word category is not preserved: [ʧɑl] is a verb, [ʧɑli] is a noun).

There are also cases where both the meaning and the phonological form of a word form is
diminutive-like, but there is no other word in the current language which it could be syn-
chronically related to, which could be identified as its base ([biɟoː] ‘thingy’, [bili] ‘potty’, [buɲoː]
‘punch-up’, [ʦumi] ‘pacifier’, [ʦumoː] ‘stuff’, [duci] ‘prison’, [mɛloː] ‘work’, [muci] ‘illegal
business’, [tuti] ‘certain’).7

In yet other cases there is a semantically identifiable base, but the phonological connection is
unprecedented. This occurs either because the base became obsolete ([lɑsti] ‘ball.DIM’, from an
earlier [ɛlɑstik], a brand name (B�arczy 1931–1932), cf. [lɑbdɑ] ‘ball’; [fiʦkoː] ‘guy’, from an earlier
[fi] ‘young boy’), or the diminutive form is a loanword ([ʃuli] ‘school.DIM’ from German [ʃuːlə]
‘school’, cf. Hu [iʃkolɑ] ‘school’; [noːzi] ‘nose.DIM’ from Yiddish [noz] ‘nose’, cf. Hu [orː] ‘nose’;
[bracoː] ‘older brother.DIM’ from Slovak [brat] ‘brother’, cf. Hu [baːc(c)] ‘older brother’, etc.).

Language historians identify a number of further words as diminutives, like [pɛtɛ], [pɛtøː]
from [peːtɛr]; [fylɛ] from [fyløp]; [ɡɛrɛ], [ɡɛrøː] from [ɡɛrɡɛj]; [ɟørɛ] from [ɟørɟ]; [mikɛ] from
[mikloːʃ]; [ʃɛbøː], [ʃɛbøːk] from [ʃɛbɛʃceːn];8 [dɛʒøː] from [dɛzideːrijus], etc. These patterns are
not productive and most speakers do not identify these forms as diminutives. We will ignore
such pairs in this paper, that is, we do not posit diminutive templates that they fit in. Let us note
here, that these diminutive endings harmonize, unlike any of the truncative diminutives endings
we have identified.

4We use the greater-than sign not to mean ‘turns into’, but to symbolize that the base form is semantically ‘greater than’
the diminutive to its right.
5Adjectives are optionally also subject to being suffixed by [ʃ], as in the diminutives [rɑfinaːlt] > [rafkoː-ʃ] ‘cunning’,
[buboreːkoʃ] ‘bubbly’ > [bubi-ʃ], [toproɲɟoʃ] ‘dilapidated’ > [topi-ʃ].
6Although imperative and subjunctive forms are syncretic in Hungarian, suffixless diminutive verbs cannot be used as
subjunctives. The subjunctive must contain a stem with a verbalizer suffix ([z]) and the 2SG.SBJV.DEF and 2SG.SBJV.NDF

suffixes ([d] and [z], respectively): p[keːrlɛk muti/fiɟu], [keːrlɛk muti-z-d/fiɟu-z-z] ‘I ask you to show it/listen’.
7Again some of these are loans that happen to have diminutive-like phonological shapes: [mɛloː] is from Yiddish
[mɛloxo] ‘work’, [muci] from French [mwatje] ‘half’, [tuti] from Viennese slang [tutti] ‘perfect’ (in turn from Italian
[tutti] ‘all’).
8These former diminutive forms survive only as nondiminutive family names in present-day Hungarian.
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We must admit that some of the examples in this paper are debatable. Although we have
consulted TESz (an etymological dictionary of Hungarian, Benk}o et al. 1967) for etymologies,
the authors of this dictionary are also often uncertain. The data were gathered from a web
corpus (Sz�oszablya, Hal�acsy et al. 2004), Lad�o & B�ır�o (2005), Janurik (2009), T. Somogyi (2017),
web forums and blogs (like Papp 2018), as well as our native speaker competence. In some cases
we have based our decisions on our own intuitions.

Diminutives can be formed by additive and also by truncative morphology. Additive di-
minutives follow the regularities shown by most other additive morphological processes of the
language, briefly described in §3 (the stem is not truncated, the suffix either harmonizes with the
stem vowel(s) or contains a netural vowel, etc.), therefore they are irrelevant for the purposes of
this paper. Truncative diminutives, on the other hand, are radically different. For the sake of the
comparison, we first introduce some features of additive morphology in Hungarian.

3. ADDITIVE MORPHOLOGY

The bulk of Hungarian morphology is additive, involving mostly suffixation. This means that
phonological material is added to the end of the stem, which itself appears in its entirety (Kiefer
& Lad�anyi 2000a, 140). Put alternatively, words typically have free stems. Some examples are
provided in (3).

(3) Additive morphology
a. [kɑpu] ‘gate’, [kɑpu-t] ‘gate-ACC’, [kɑpu-nɑk] ‘gate-DAT’
b. [løː] ‘shoot’, [løː-s] ‘shoot-2SG.PRES’, [løː-nɛk] ‘shoot-3PL.PRES’
c. [ʃyːryː] ‘dense’, [ʃyːryː-bb] ‘dense-COMP’, [ʃyːryː-bb-rɛ] ‘dense-COMP-SUBL’
d. [mɑnoː] ‘goblin’, [mɑnoː-kɑ]∼[mɑnoː-ʧkɑ] ‘goblin-DIM’

The stem may undergo relatively minor changes, thereby becoming a bound stem. These changes
include the loss of the independent place or voice specification of the stem final consonant, as in (4a)
and (4b), or its palatalization caused by a suffix-initial [j], as in (4c). A consonant, (4d), or a vowel,
(4e), may also occur between the stem and the suffix. This “augment” is only marked in this display,
later on we will mark it as belonging to the suffix. A stem-final low vowel lengthens before most
suffixes, (4f). The last vowel of the stemmay shorten in suffixation. This shorteningmay occur to low
vowels, (4g), high vowels, (4h), andmid vowels too, (4i). (Mid [eː] shortens to low [ɛ], so examples for
this pair are listed for both categories.) We also find vowel–zero alternation in stems. It is most
commonly [ɛ], [o], and [ø] that alternate with zero, (4j). Long vowels do not alternate in this context.

(4) Stem changes in additive morphology
a. [seːn] ‘coal’, [seːm-bɛn] ‘coal-INE’; [iʃtʋaːn], [iʃtʋaːŋ-kɑ] ‘I-DIM’
b. [eːs] ‘brain’, [eːz-bɛn] ‘brain-INE’; [bɑlaːʒ], [bɑlaːʃ-kɑ] ‘B-DIM’
c. [pɑd] ‘bench’, [pɑɟ-ɟɑ] ‘bench-3SG.POSS’; [saːn] ‘pity’, [saːɲ-ɲɑ] ‘pity-3SG.DEF’
d. [bøː] ‘opulent’, [bøː-ʋ-yl] ‘opulent-VRBZ’; [fɑlu] ‘village’, [fɑlu-ʃ-i] ‘village-ADJZ’
e. [tøk] ‘pumpkin’, [tøk-ø-k] ‘pumpkin-PL’; [rum] ‘rum’, [rum-o-t] ‘rum-ACC’
f. [fɑ] ‘tree’, [faː-k] ‘tree-PL’; [kɛfɛ] ‘brush’, [kɛfeː-t] ‘brush-ACC’
g. [ɲaːr] ‘summer’, [ɲɑr-ɑt] ‘summer-ACC’; [teːl] ‘winter’, [tɛl-ɛt] ‘winter-ACC’
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h. [ʋiːz] ‘water’, [ʋiz-ɛt] ‘water-ACC’; [tyːz] ‘fire’, [tyz-ɛt] ‘fire-ACC’, [uːt] ‘road’, [ut-ɑt]
‘road-ACC’

i. [leː] ‘juice’, [lɛʋ-ɛt] ‘juice-ACC’; [køː] ‘stone’, [køʋ-ɛt] ‘stone-ACC’; [loː] ‘horse’, [loʋ-
ɑt] ‘horse-ACC’

j. [ɛzɛr] ‘thousand’, [ɛzr-ɛt] ‘thousand-ACC’; [toroɲ] ‘tower’, [torɲ-ot] ‘tower-ACC’;
[økøl] ‘fist’, [økl-øt] ‘fist-ACC’

Many suffixes in additive morphology exhibit vowel alternations that are governed by front/back
or both front/back and rounding harmony. There are also suffixes, overwhelmingly containing a
front unrounded vowel, that do not harmonize, (5h). Vowel harmony can be detected in many
of the examples above, we here give a brief summary. For more complete descriptions, see
T€orkenczy (2011; 2016), Rebrus & T€orkenczy (2019).

(5) Harmony in suffixes
a. [ɲuːl-nɑk] ‘rabbit-DAT’; [fyl-nɛk] ‘ear-DAT’; [sil-nɛk] ‘elm-DAT’
b. [ɲuːl-hoz] ‘rabbit-ALL’; [fyl-høz] ‘ear-ALL’; [sil-hɛz] ‘elm-ALL’
c. [ɲiːl-nɑk] ‘arrow-DAT’; [ʦeːl-nɑk] ‘goal-DAT’
d. [profil-nɑk] ‘profile-DAT’; [kɑʃteːj-nɑk] ‘castle-DAT’
e. [hotɛl-nɑ/ɛk] ‘hotel-DAT’; [sloʋeːn-nɑ/ɛk] ‘Slovenian-DAT’
f. [ʦivil-nɛk] ‘civil-DAT’; [ʋideːk-nɛk] ‘land-DAT’, [feːtiʃ-nɛk] ‘fetish-DAT’
g. [hiːɡ] ‘diluted’, [hiːɡ-ɑbb] ‘diluted-COMP’, [hiɡ-iːt-ok] ‘diluted-VRBZ-1.SG_INDEF.OBJ’
h. [ɲaːr-i] ‘summer-ADJZ’; [øːs-i] ‘autumn-ADJZ’; [teːl-i] ‘spring-ADJZ’

(5a) shows the most robust pattern, front/back harmony: the suffix occurs in its front- or
back-vowelled allomorph depending on the front or back quality of the stem vowel. Rounding
harmony is parasitic on front/back harmony: it is only a harmonizing short front vowel that
may agree with the rounding of the stem vowel and only when it also harmonizes in frontness,
(5b). It is a lexical property of suffixes if they have one (front unrounded), two (front and
back), or three (front rounded, front unrounded, and back) allomorphs. The choice is also
dependent the height of the vowel, the three-way alternation is only available with short mid
[ø]–[ɛ]–[o].

Front unrounded vowels are called neutral vowels. They often exhibit disharmonic behaviour.
This is manifested in antiharmony, (5c), or in transparency, (5d), as well as the fact that almost all
suffixes that do no alternate harmonically contain a neutral vowel.9 The high [i] is almost always
transparent, [eː] may be transparent, (5d). In many words containing [eː] and [ɛ], we find
vacillation, (5e). Antiharmonic roots10 are almost exclusively monosyllabic: in them a neutral
(i.e., front) vowel, most often [i(ː)], sometimes [eː], governs back harmony, (5c). A mono-
morphemic, disyllabic stem is almost never antiharmonic, (5f).11 A polymorphemic stem, how-
ever, may be antiharmonic. In (5g) the stem contains two neutral vowels, just like [ʦivil] in (5f).

9In unsuffixed words containing both front and back vowels, the front ones are typically unrounded, i.e., neutral.
10By root we mean the first morph in the word. The stem of a word is what remains when the last suffix is removed. That
is, a root is a monomorphemic stem.

11The rare exceptions are [dɛreːk] ‘waist’, [feːrfi] ‘man’, and potentially [izeː] ‘thingy’.
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But the root [hiːɡ] is antiharmonic (as the comparative form shows). The suffix immediately
following the root also contains a nonharmonizing neutral vowel, thus [hiɡ-iːt] is a disyllabic stem
containing two neutral vowels. Crucially, this stem is polymorphemic and it preserves the har-
monic properties (back harmony) of its root, [hiːɡ]: [hiɡ-iːt] governs back harmony, because its
root, [hiːɡ], governs back harmony. We will refer to this property of harmony as Harmonic
Uniformity (Rebrus & Szigetv�ari 2016). We return to Harmonic Uniformity in §8.

4. THE LOSS OF A WORD-FINAL VOWEL

In some cases a root may lose its ending even in what we categorize as additive morphology.
This occurs only before a small set of derivational suffixes. It involves the loss of a single root-
final vowel, short, as in (6a), or long, as in (6b). (All the suffixed forms include a verbalizer, we
spare their gloss.)

(6) The loss of a word-final vowel
a. [fɛrdɛ] ‘skew’, [fɛrd-yl]; [kucɑ] ‘dog’, [kuc-ul]; [beːkɛ] ‘peace’, [beːk-iːt]; [fɛkɛtɛ]

‘black’, [fɛkɛt-iːt]
b. [fɑkoː] ‘pale’, [fɑk-ul]; [ɑproː] ‘tiny’, [ɑpr-iːt]; [ʃɑʋɑɲuː] ‘sour’, [ʃɑʋɑɲ-odik];

[kɛʃɛryː] ‘bitter’, [kɛʃɛr-ɛdik]

The loss of this vowel is linked to the verbalizing suffixes in (6), it is not merely a phonological motive
(hiatus avoidance) that lies behind it. We do not find this loss before the homonymous essive-modal
suffix ([meːrʦɛ] ‘gauge’, [meːrʦeː-yl]; [kucɑ] ‘dog’, [kucaː-ul]). This operation is different from the
truncation observed in diminutive forms to be discussed in §5 on at least two counts: (i) in only
affects a single root-final vowel, (ii) in does not limit the size of the resulting word form.

5. TRUNCATIVE MORPHOLOGY

What we call morphological truncation only occurs in diminutive forms. As we have seen,
truncation is different from the loss of a word-final vowel, (6), because it is not limited to a
single vowel, but may affect longer strings, including consonants and multiple vowels. Trun-
cation applies in diminutive forms because they must satisfy a template that contains a given
number of syllables (5 vowels). Templatic diminutive forms are one, two, or three syllables long,
the two-syllable template accounting for the vast majority of examples. Since the point of
truncation is to reduce the number of syllables in the stem to one, it will inevitably target at least
one vowel: truncating only consonants does not influence the syllable count.

(7) Vowel loss vs. truncation
a. [tørteːnɛlɛm] ‘history’, [tørteːnɛlm-i] ‘history-ADJZ’; [somoruː] ‘sad’, [somor-iːt] ‘sad-

VRBZ’
b. [tørteːnɛlɛm] ‘history’ > [tørji] ‘history.DIM’; [somoruː] ‘sad’, [somji] ‘sad.DIM’
c. [tistɑ] ‘clean’, [tist-ul] ‘clean-VRBZ’; [beːnɑ] ‘lame’, [beːn-iːt] ‘lame-VRBZ’
d. [ʦiʦɑ] ‘cat’, [ʦiʦjuʃ] ‘cat.DIM’; [eːʋɑ] > [eːʋji]
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While in (7a) only a vowel is deleted from the stem before the adjectivizer and the verbalizer
suffix. In (7b) a much longer string is lost from the stem before the diminutive ending. The
reason why stems are so radically truncated in diminutive forms is that these forms must fit a
disyllabic template. We split stems and diminutive endings by a vertical bar in (7) and below.
We will encounter diminutive forms where the position of this vertical bar is indeterminate. In
this case we omit it.

As shown in (7c–d), the output of vowel loss and truncation may coincide: truncation, (7d),
may trim no more than a word-final vowel to create the base of a diminutive form, just like vowe
loss occurring before certain verbalizers, (7c).

There are several diminutive templates. In addition to disyllabic diminutives, we also find a
small number of trisyllabic and monosyllabic diminutive forms, although the analysis of the
latter group is debatable. In template formulae we represent the truncated base by a dash: “—”.
Thus we say that [tøri] satisfies the diminutive template —i. In the following we discuss the
kinds of relationships there exist between nondiminutive bases, their truncated versions, and
diminutive templates.

6. DIMINUTIVE TEMPLATES

The ending of all disyllabic diminutive templates is fixed. This ending contains minimally a
vowel. In some endings this vowel is preceded or followed by a consonant too. The consonants
preceding the template vowel come from a small set including [k] and voiceless sibilants, [s], [ʃ],
[ʦ], and [ʧ] (as well as the voiced [ʒ] and [z], but only before [i] in two thinly populated
templates). After the template vowel we may find [s] or an often optional [ʃ]. Other consonants
([k] and [r]) only occur after one template vowel, [ɛ]. In fact, [ɛ] is obligatorily followed by a
consonant. There are no templates with a fixed templatic consonant on both sides.12 We are
going to catalogue the endings by their vowel.

Since the size of diminutive templates is fixed and most templates contain a vowel, the base
of diminutive forms has to be truncated if longer than one syllable (in the case of disyllabic
templates) or two (in the case of trisyllabic ones). Typically the end of the base is truncated, but
it is sometimes the beginning (see Tompa 1964 for some examples). Initial truncation is more
common with bases beginning with a vowel ([ɑlfreːd] > [freːdji], [ɑlɛksɑndrɑ] > [sɑndji],
[ɛlɛonoːrɑ] > [noːrji]), but is not restricted to them ([bɛrnɑdɛtt] > [dɛttji], [ʦɛʦiːlijɑ] > [ʦilji]).
The truncated base is typically a contiguous substring of the original, although we find vowel
length alternations, as we will show below. There are sporadic unexpected vowel quality al-
ternations too ([tɑmaːʃ] > [tomji], here the diminutive form does not show the historical [o] >
[ɑ] vowel shift, or [ɟørɟ] > [ɟurji]). Furthermore, when a consonant cluster is trimmed at the end
of a truncated base, it is not always the last consonant that is lost ([dolɡozɑt] > [doɡjɑ] ‘test’,
[piʃtɑ] > [picju]).

One, (8a), or both, (8b), members of a compound, or even a phrase composed of an adjective
and a noun, may be diminutivized. Some of these diminutive forms are only used together (in

12There are diminutive forms like [ilonɑ] > [iʦuʃ], which apparently match a template —ʦuʃ. However, this name has
other diminutive forms, among them [ijʦɑ]. So instead of positing an otherwise unprecedented —CVC template, we
claim that the base of [iʦjuʃ] is [iʦɑ].
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the present meaning [koʋi], and neither [ørji], nor [hɑrji] occur on their own). Apparently, with
names this is not a common possibility, we have found a single example, (8c).

(8) Diminutive compounds
a. [bɑraːt-nøː] ‘girlfriend’ > [bɑrji-nøː] ‘girl friend (only of a woman)’
b. [jutɑlom-fɑlɑt] > [jutji-fɑlji] ‘reward snack’, [uborkɑ-ʃɑlaːtɑ] > [ubji-ʃɑlji]

‘cucumber salad’, [koʋaːsoʃ uborkɑ] > [koʋji ubji] ‘leavened cucumber’, [ørøk
hɑrɑɡ] > [ørji hɑrji] ‘eternal resentment’

c. [ɑnnɑ-maːrijɑ] > [ɑnnɑ-mɑrji]

There is a small set of monosyllabic diminutives. This is most common with phatic elements, as
in (9a), and some common nouns, (9b), especially among specialists, but rather rare with given
names, (9d).13 We are uncertain if the compounds in (9c) belong here at all. We will ignore this
set in the present discussion.

(9) Monosyllabic diminutives
a. [boʧaːnat] > [boʧ] ‘excuse me’, [køsønøm] > [køs] ‘thank you’, [okʃi] > [okʃ] ‘okay’,

[ʧaːoː] > [ʧaː] ‘bye!’
b. [profɛssor] > [prof], [bɛlɟoːɟaːsɑt] > [bɛl] ‘internal medicine’, [biʃɛksuaːliʃ] > [bi]

‘bisexual’
c. [mɑtɛmɑtikɑ-fizikɑ] > [mɑt-fiz] ‘mathematics–physics’, [saːmiːtaːʃ-tɛxnikɑ] >

[saːmtɛk] ‘information technology’, [tɑnaːr-ʃɛɡeːd] > [tɑɯ̃ʃɛɡ] ‘assistant lecturer’
d. [ʒuʒɑnnɑ] > [ʒu]

6.1. Templates containing [i]

The most common template vowel is [i]. In the most common case this vowel is not accom-
panied by any consonant. This template is represented by the formula —i. The other templates
containing [i] are —ʦi, —ʃi, —ʧi, —si, —ʒi, and —zi.

6.1.1. The template —i. We provide some examples of this template in (10).

(10) Diminutives in [i]
a. [ʃyn] > [ʃynji] ‘hedgehog’, [ʦomb] > [ʦombji] ‘thigh’, [tɑpʃ] > [tɑpʃji] ‘applause’
b. [føːnøk] > [føːnji] ‘chief’, [dɑɡɑtt] > [dɑɡji] ‘fat’, [loːʋɛrʃɛɲ] > [loʋji] ‘horse race’,

[køsønøm] > [køsji] ‘thank you’, [bydøʃ] > [bydji] ‘stinky’
c. [litɛr] > [licji] ‘litre’, [lɑtɑbaːr] > [lɑcji], [ʃaːndor] > [ʃɑɲji]
d. [maːrtɑ] > [maːrtji], [burɡoɲɑ] > [burɡji] ‘potato’, [izɡɑlmɑʃ] > [izɡji] ‘exciting’
e. [børtøn] > [børji] ‘prison’, [ɡɛrɡɛj] > [ɡɛrji], [mozɡoːkeːpsiːnhaːz] > [mozji]

‘cinema’
f. [tɛknøːʃ] > [tɛkji] ‘turtle’, [aːɡnɛʃ] > [aːɡji]

13Unlike in English, where it is very common: Susan > Sue, Joseph > Joe, Peter > Pete, Pamela > Pam, etc.
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Monosyllabic bases are unaffected by diminutive formation: in this case the process cannot be
distinguished from regular additive suffixation, (10a). Any base that is longer is subject to
truncation, which leaves behind a single vowel in the base. If there is a single consonant between
the first two vowels of the base, it usually remains in the diminutive form, (10b). Some apparent
exceptions include [h] and [j], as shown in (11).

(11) Consonant changes
a. [mihaːj] > [miʃji], [raːhɛl] > [rɑʃji], [rihaːrd] > [riʧji]
b. [lɑjoʃ] > [lɑlji]

The diminutives of names with [h] may be based on loan versions of these names (cf. French
[miʃɛl], [raʃɛl], English [riʧərd], Slovak [miʃa]). In fact, there are some items in which the [h] is
retained: [johɑnnɑ] > [johji], [tihɑmeːr] > [tihji], [pihɛneːʃ] > [pihji] ‘nap’, [ʧihji puhji] ‘trash-
ing’.14 There also exist diminutive forms ending in [ji] ([kɑjɛtaːn] > [kɑjji], [ɑjaːndeːk] > [ɑjji]
‘gift’), so the apparent substitution of [lɑli] for the rare diminutive form [lɑji] must have another
explanation, to which we return in §7.

As we will also see in §§6.2 and 6.3, the last consonant of the truncated base may turn into a
palatal consonant. This is common before [ɑ] and [o], and much rarer before [i], (10c), [u],
(24e), and [ɛ], (26b). A palatal consonant often occurs before [i] though, if it was already present
in the base ([boɲolult] > [boɲji] ‘complicated’, [ʃuɲɲoɡoː] > [ʃuɲji] ‘sneaking’, [løcc] > [løcji]
‘swill’, [maːcaːʃ] > [mɑcji], [trucmoː] > [trucji] ‘crap’, [yɟɛʃ] > [yɟji] ‘skillful’, [fɑɟlɑlt] > [fɑɟji] ‘ice
cream’, [ɑjaːndeːk] > [ɑjji] ‘gift’). In the case of [ʃaːndor] > [ʃɑɲji], we can posit [ʃɑɲɑ] > [ʃɑɲji],
i.e., that its base is the —ɑ diminutive form, in which palatalization is common. The form
[mɑɲi], which is used as a diminutive of [mɑɡdolnɑ], [mɑrɡit], and [maːrijɑ], but is phono-
logically unexpected for any of them.

Bases containing a consonant cluster after their first vowel show divergent behaviour. As we
show in (10d) and (10e), the same cluster may or may not be simplified. Homorganic nasal
plosive clusters are practically never simplified (we have come across very few and not very
common candidates: [kiŋɡɑ] > [kinji], [ʃoŋkɑ] > [ʃonji] ‘ham’). Liquidþplosive and fricati-
veþplosive clusters, as well as geminates are more variable: the same name may exemplify both
simplification and its absence ([zoltaːn] > [zolji]/[zoltji], [ʒolt] > [ʒolji]/[ʒoltji], [ottoː] > [ottji]/
[otji]). Nonhomorganic plosiveþplosive clusters are more often simplified ([doktor] > [dokji]
‘doctor’, [zɑʧkoː] > [zɑʧji] ‘sack’) than not ([mɑɡdolnɑ] > [mɑɡdji], [diktaːtor] > [diktji]15
‘dictator’). Earlier analyses that try to predict what happens to these clusters (Vago 1980; van de
Weijer 1989) are based on very little data (only given names) and make empirically false pre-
dictions. They make reference to possible syllable- or word-final clusters. One problem is that
the status of some clusters is dubious (for example, word-final [rb] occurs in two items, [sɛrb]
‘Serbian’ and [sorb] ‘Sorbian’), and it is not clear if this should be taken to exist or not. More
importantly, such an analysis is categorical and cannot predict the variation demonstrated
above. In fact, we find both patterns with [rb], too: [borbaːlɑ] > [borji], [norbɛrt] > [norbji].

14The base of [ʧihi] is an obsolete verb meaning ‘swish’. Possible bases of [puhi] are still in use: [puhɑ] ‘soft’, [puhiːt]
‘soften’.

15http://www.ahetedik.hu/kategoriak/versek/item/162-julius-ceasar.html
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What is more, even plosiveþliquid clusters are found in diminutives of this category, although
they are not possible word or syllable finally ([ɑdrijɛn] > [ɑdrji], [bodroʃ] > [bodrji], [pɑtriːʦijɑ]
> [pɑtrji]∼[pɑtji]).16

While in many cases the vowel of the base remains unchanged, we find both shortening,
(12a), and lengthening, (12b), of this vowel in [i]-diminutives.

(12) Vowel length alternations
a. [jaːnoʃ] > [jɑnji], [maːrijɑ] > [mɑrji], [baːraːɲ] > [bɑrji] ‘lamb’, [peːtɛr] > [pɛtji],

[liːdijɑ] > [lidji], [tiːmɛɑ] > [timji], [juːlijɑ] > [julji], [huːʃ] > [huʃji] ‘meat’, [roːzɑ]
> [rozji]17

b. [bɛnɛdɛk] > [beːnji], [doroccɑ] > [doːrji], [ʃɑroltɑ] > [ʃaːrji]

In some diminutive forms we find not [i], but [iʃ]: the two endings appear to be free variants
([mɑri] > [mɑriʃ], [juli] > [juliʃ]). However, this is the exception, in most cases the two forms are
not interchangeable ([jɑni], but p[jɑniʃ]; [huʃi], but p[huʃiʃ]). Furthermore, while the consonant
cluster is simplified before [i] in [ɑndraːʃ] > [(b)ɑndji]18 (p[ɑndri]), it is not in [ɑndrjiʃ] (p[ɑndiʃ]).
Therefore —i and —iʃ must be treated as two different templates, not as variants of each other.

The only phonotactic restriction that appears to hold for the—i template is that the template
vowel may not follow a vowel. Thus bases containing hiatus after their first vowel do not have
diminutives conforming to this template, they select other templates: [bɛɑ]/[bɛaːtɑ] > p[bɛji]
([bɛjuʃ]), [noeːmi] > p[noji] ([noːjʦi]).

6.1.2. The templates —ʦi, —ʃi, —ʧi, —si, —ʒi, and —zi. There are also templates with [i]
that contain a consonant before the templatic vowel. This consonant is one of the four
voiceless sibilants, [s], [ʃ], [ʦ], [ʧ], and marginally also voiced [ʒ] and [z]. Since we do not
parse diminutive forms into morphs, the categorization is not always obvious. For example,
[bolʃɛʋik] > [bolʃi] ‘bolshevik’ could be analysed either as the truncated base [bolʃ-] in the
diminutive template —i, or as the truncated base [bol-] in the diminutive template —ʃi. But
since (i) the base contains [ʃ] and (ii) we do not find any other diminutive form ending in
[-lʃi], here the first analysis is more plausible. In fact, the diminutive forms mentioned in (11a)
can also be analysed as examples of the —ʃi and —ʧi templates. It is important to see that
these decisions do not have to be made at all if we do not split diminutive forms into mor-
phemes. A given phonological string may simultaneously fit into multiple templates. So
[bɑʦiluʃ] > [bɑʦi] ‘bacillus’ or [soʦijɑliʃtɑ] > [soʦi] ‘socialist’ fit both—i and—ʦi, that is, they

16German diminutives are rather different in this respect, cf. Itô & Mester (1997); more on the stem-final clusters in
Hungarian in Rebrus & Szigetv�ari (2020).

17cf. the alternative forms of the name without shortening: [roːʒɑ] > [roːʒji]. One may propose that [rozi] is a diminutive
of [rozaːlijɑ]. Also note that even length alternations may vary: [maːrijɑ] > [mɑrji]/[maːrji], [peːtɛr] > [pɛtji]/[peːtji],
[bɛnɛdɛk] > [bɛnji]/[beːnji].

18The source of the initial labial is a reduplication process common in child language in which a labial occlusive, [p], [b],
or [m], is added to the second item (or if the stem begins with a labial, it is deleted in the first part): [ɑndi bɑndi], [iʃti
piʃti] ‘tiny’, [tuci muci] ‘feckless’ (Patay 2019; S�oskuthy & R�acz 2020), cf. English itsy-bitsy.
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can be both [bɑʦji]/[soʦji] and [bɑjʦi]/[sojʦi] at the same time. In (13) we only list items
where the base does not contain [ʦ].

(13) —ʦi diminutives
a. [nøː] > [nøːjʦi] ‘woman’
b. [motor] > [mojʦi] ‘motorbike’, [føldrɑjz] > [føjʦi] ‘geography’, [fodbɑl] > [fojʦi]

‘soccer’, [ruhɑ] > [rujʦi] ‘clothes’, [ʒidoː] > [ʒijʦi] ‘Jew’, [pɑripɑ]19 > [pɑjʦi]
‘horse’, [borju] > [bojʦi] ‘calf’, [nɑdraːɡ] > [nɑjʦi] ‘trousers’, [friɟɛʃ] > [frijʦi],
[ʃɑroltɑ] > [ʃɑjʦi], [joːʒɛf] > [jojʦi], [laːsloː] > [lɑjʦi], [judit] > [jujʦi]

c. [ɑnnɑ] > [ɑnjʦi], [jɛnøː] > [jɛnjʦi], [ødøn] > [dønjʦi], [beːlɑ] > [beːljʦi],
[bɛrtɑlɑn] > [bɛrjʦi], [dorinɑ] > [dorjʦi]

d. [beːlɑ] > [beːjʦi], [norbɛrt] > [nojʦi]
e. [noeːmi] > [noːjʦi], [løːrinʦ] > [loːjʦi]
f. [ɑɲɑ] > [ɑɲjuʦi] ‘mother’, [ɑpɑ] > [ɑpjuʦi] ‘father’, [mɑmɑ] > [mɑmjuʦi] ‘mum’,

[bɑbɑ] > [bɑbjuʦi] ‘baby’, [beːlɑ] > [beːljuʦi], [ʧɑbɑ] > [ʧɑbjuʦi], [ɛmmɑ] >
[ɛmmjuʦi], [kiŋɡɑ] > [kiŋɡjuʦi], [liŋk] > [liŋkjoːʦi] ‘fink’

The examples in (13) show that most consonants after the first vowel of the base are trimmed,
(13a), unless they form a relatively unmarked cluster with [ʦ]: [nʦ], [rʦ], [lʦ], (13c). But in some
items even [r] and [l] is trimmed, (13d). Here too we find cases of vowel quantity alternations in
both directions: [noːʦi] in (13e), [joʦi] in (13b), as well as an unexpected vowel quality alter-
nation, [øː]–[oː], in (13e). Another surprising property of this diminutive ending is that it also
features in a trisyllabic template, (13f). One could assume that some of these items are a
diminutive of a diminutive ([ɑɲu], [ɑpu], [beːlu] exist independently as diminutive forms), but
the shorter form of the others does not exist.20

We have already seen that there are diminutive forms ending in [ʃi]. Those that do not
contain [ʃ] in their base fit only the —ʃi template. We have also seen that there are no
diminutive forms ending in [lʃi]. As a matter of fact, we have only found examples for this
template in which there is a noncoronal plosive before [ʃ], we list them in (14).21

(14) —ʃi diminutives
a. [akkumulaːtor] > [ɑkjʃi] ‘battery’, ? > [bukjʃi] ‘head’, [dokumɛntum] > [dokjʃi]

‘document’, [joɡoʃiːtʋaːɲ] > [jokjʃi] ‘driving licence’, [okeː] > [okjʃi] ‘okay’, [ʋɑk] >
[ʋɑkjʃi] ‘blind’, [kɑkɑ] > [kɑkjʃi] ‘poop’

b. [biboldoː]22 > [bipjʃi] ‘Jewish’, [libɛraːliʃ] > [lipjʃi] ‘liberal’, [popoː] > [popjʃi] ‘bum’

19TESz claims that the base of [pɑʦi] is unknown. Semantically [pɑripɑ] is an obvious candidate, but Janurik (2009)
identifies [pɑtɑ] ‘hoof’ as its base.

20The diminutive [kucɑ] > [kucjuli] ‘dog’ is unique both in being trisyllabic and in its ending.
21According to TESz, the base of the diminutive form [hɑpʃi] ‘guy’ is possibly [hɑʋɛr] ‘pal’, in which the last consonant of
the base is strengthened to a plosive, strengthening our suspicion that having a plosive before the [ʃ] is a requirement of
this template.

22From Romani [biboldo] ‘Jewish, lit. unbaptized’.
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The —ʧi template is less strict than any of the other templates containing [i]. It forms a con-
sonant cluster with both a homorganic and nonhomorganic nasal, (15a) and (15e), with
approximants, (15b–d), and even with plosives and fricatives, (15f–g), creating clusters un-
precedented within a morpheme. This tolerance of pre-[ʧ] consonants in the—ʧi template must
be the reason why we hardly find cases where [ʧi] follows a vowel.23 (15h) is a unique case of
metathesis in the base.

(15) —ʧi diminutives
a. [jaːnoʃ] > [jɑnjʧi], [unɑlmɑʃ] > [unjʧi] ‘boring’, [finom] > [finjʧi] ‘delicious’
b. [kaːroj] > [kɑrjʧi], [maːrijɑ] > [mɑrjʧi], [tɛreːz] > [tɛrjʧi], [tuːr] ‘dig’ > [turjʧi]

‘turned up nose’
c. [juːlijɑ] > [juljʧi], [puloːvɛr] > [puljʧi] ‘pullover’, [dollaːr] > [doljʧi] ‘dollar’,

[bɑlɑton] > [bɑljʧi]
d. [hɑj] > [hɑjjʧi] ‘hey!, sleep’, [kɑjɑ] > [kɑjjʧi] ‘food’, [lɑjoʃ] > [lɑjjʧi]
e. [ɑmɛrikɑji] > [ɑmjʧi] ‘American’, [komoj] > [komjʧi] ‘serious(ly)’, [komuniʃtɑ] >

[komjʧi] ‘communist’, [dumɑ] > [dumjʧi] ‘blurb’
f. [jɑpaːn] > [jɑpjʧi] ‘Japanese’, [rɛpylø] > [rɛpjʧi] ‘airplane’, [libɛraːliʃ] > [lipjʧi]

‘liberal’, [sopaːʃ] > [sopjʧi] ‘suck’, [supɛr] > [supjʧi] ‘super’, [yditøː] > [ytjʧi]/
[yʧjʧi] ‘soft drink’

g. [køsønøm] > [køsjʧi] ‘thank you’, [pofɑ] > [pofjʧi] ‘mouth’, [lafjʧi] ‘love’
h. [forint] > [fronjʧi] ‘Forint’

Unlike —ʧi diminutives, —si diminutives are very strict phonotactically and, as a result, there
are much fewer examples. The [l] of the base is trimmed before [s] in this template, (16a). On
the other hand, not only [j], (16b), but even the pre-voiceless version of [b], [p], as well as [k]
remains, (16c). In this latter respect —si is similar to —ʃi.

(16) —si diminutives
a. [ɲuːl] > [ɲujsi] ‘rabbit’, [ɟulɑ] > [ɟujsi]
b. [ʧɑj] > [ʧɑjjsi] ‘girl’
c. [bɑbɛtt] > [bɑpjsi], [ʧɑbɑ] > [ʧɑpjsi], [ɡaːbor]/[ɡɑbrijɛllɑ] > [ɡɑpjsi], [kaːbiːtoːsɛr]

> [kaːpjsi] ‘drug’, [ɟɑkorlɑt] > [ɟɑkjsi] ‘exercise’, [okeː] > [okjsi] ‘okay’

Finally, some items end in [-ʒi] and [-zi].

(17) —ʒi and —zi diminutives
a. [kɑp] ‘capture’ > [kɑbjʒi] ‘greedy’, [tøm] ‘pad’ > [tømjʒi] ‘squab’
b. [ɲyʒɡeːʃ] > [ɲyʒi] ‘moseying’, [døːʒøleːʃ] > [døːʒi] ‘feasting’, [hɑbʒolaːʃ] > [hɑbʒi]

‘devour’

23The dimutives ending in a vowelþ[ʧi] have [ʧ] in their base, so they also conform to the —i template: [boʧaːnɑt] >
[boʧji] ‘excuse me’, [ʧɑʧoɡ] ‘prattle’ > [ʧɑʧji] ‘obtuse, donkey’, [øʧ(ː)] > [øʧji] ‘younger brother’, [ʋɑʧorɑ] > [ʋɑʧji]
‘supper’. We have discussed [rihaːrd] > [riʧji] above. The etymology of [baːʧi] ‘uncle’ is not obvious, it is clearly
connected to [baːc(c)] ‘older brother’, but there are competing hypotheses about the source of the [ʧ].
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c. [ɡaːʃpaːr] > [ɡɑʒi], [bɑlaːʒ] > [bɑʒi], [moːzɛʃ] > [moːʒi], [tɛreːzijɑ] > [treːʒi],
[diskoː] > [diʒi] ‘disco’

d. [lɑkodɑlom] > [lɑɡjzi] ‘nuptials’, [zitɑ] > [zizi]

This is a rather varied set. In (17a) we see a verbal base that does not contain [ʒ].24 The
adjectives they are paired with probably exemplify a —ʒi template. The pairs in (17b)
satisfy both this and the general —i template. In (17c) we have names which contain close
phonetic relatives of [ʒ], [ʃ], [s], [z], or [ʒ] itself, as in [bɑʒi], however, this item does not
satisfy the —i template either, because it does not contain a contiguous portion of the
base.

(17d) again seems to exemplify a valid diminutive template,—zi. However, we will provide an
alternative analysis for [zizi] in §7, leaving a single item, [lɑɡzi], as an example of this template.

6.1.3. Another trisyllabic template. Besides the trisyllabic template ending in [-ʦi], there
also seems to be one ending in [-ri]. Instances are mostly adjectives. The examples in (18a–b)
all have a verbal base which contains the [r]. The two adjectives in (18c) fit the template, but
have no [r] in their base.

(18) Trisyllabic template ending in [-ri]
a. [ʒuɡoriːt] ‘to shrink’ > [ʒuɡori] ‘miser’, [ʋiɟoroɡ] ‘to sneer’ > [ʋiɟori] ‘sneering’,

[ʋiʧoroɡ] ‘to snarl’ > [ʋiʧori] ‘snarling’, [ʧyʧøriːt] ‘to purse’ > [ʧyʧøri] ‘pursing’,
[kuŋkorodik] ‘to frizzle’ > [kuŋkori] ‘curly’, [kukoreːkol] ‘to crow’ > [kukori] a
roosters name

b. [bɛ-sɑr] ‘to shit in (one’s pants)’ > [bɛsɑri] ‘candy-assed’, [fɑʧɑr] ‘to wring’ >
[fɑʧɑri] ‘miser’, [fɑsɑ-raːgoː] ‘penis chewer’ > [fɑsɑri] ‘miser’25

c. [pinduri] ‘small’, [piʦi] > [piʦuri] ‘small’

6.2. Templates containing [ɑ]

Unlike diminutives ending in [i], the diminutive template —ɑ imposes a restriction on the
first syllable, it must be light.26 This means that a long vowel in the base is shortened, (19b,
e), and a consonant cluster is trimmed, (19c, f).27 Another property of this class is the
potential palatalization of the consonant before [ɑ], (19d–f). We have only found examples
of [t] → [c], [n]/[m] → [ɲ], and [l] → [j] (recall, “palatalized [l]” is [j]), not for [d] → [ɟ].

24Note that the bases in (17a) are verbal, the corresponding diminutives are adjectives. We could posit adjectival bases
(participles) as well: [kɑpoː] ‘capturing’, [tømøtt] ‘padded’.

25TESz claims that [fɑsɑri] may also be seen as a contamination of [sɑr-fɑʧɑr-oː] ‘shit wringer’.
26The rare diminutive [ɛrʒeːbɛt] > [ɛrʒɑ] is an exception here.
27The pair [punʦi] ‘cunt’ > [puʦɑ] ‘cunt, groin’ seems to belong here. In fact, the first word is a loan from German slang
[punʦə] id., the latter from Rumanian [puʦə] ‘child’s genitals’. They match the templates though.
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This kind of palatalization is different from what we see in regular additive morphology.
There it is a [j] segment in the suffix that palatalizes the preceding dental consonant,
resulting in a palatal geminate after a vowel,28 (4c). Diminutive palatalization never results in
a geminate, therefore we do not posit a —jɑ template. In want of a better formula, we will
represent this as —ʲɑ.

(19) —ɑ diminutives
a. [ɛrikɑ] > [ɛrjɑ], [ɛtɛlkɑ] > [ɛtjɑ], [ilonɑ] > [iljɑ], [kɑtɑlin] > [kɑtjɑ], [boɲolult] >

[boɲjɑ] ‘complicated’, [fɛkɛtɛ] > [fɛkjɑ] ‘black’, [millijoː] > [miljɑ] ‘million’
b. [maːrijɑ] > [mɑrjɑ]
c. [borbaːlɑ] > [borjɑ], [dolɡozɑt] > [doɡjɑ] ‘test’, [sɛrʋus] > [sɛʋjɑ] ‘hello’
d. [bɛnzin] > [bɛɲjɑ] ‘benzine’, [sɛndʋiʧ] > [sɛɲjɑ] ‘sandwich’, [sɛmeːt] > [sɛɲjɑ]

‘sleaze’
e. [paːl] > [pɑjjɑ], [peːtɛr] > [pɛcjɑ], [ʃaːndor] > [ʃɑɲjɑ], [toːt] > [tocjɑ]
f. [ʋiktor] > [ʋicjɑ], [zoltaːn] > [zocjɑ]
g. [biʦikli] > [biʦjɑj] ‘bicycle’, [rɛpylø] > [rɛbzɑj] ‘plane’
h. [ʃɑpkɑ]/[ʃipkɑ] > [ʃɑcɑk]/[ʃicɑk] ‘cap’

The items in (19g) and (19h) are difficult to fit into our system of templates. The final [j] only
occurs in these two diminutive forms.29 The [z] of [rɛbzɑj] may be enforced by the word [zɑj]
‘noise’. Template-final [k] is also unprecedented apart from the two variant diminutives [ʃicɑk]
and [ʃɑcɑk].

Like diminutives in [i], diminutives in [ɑ] also have templates in which a consonant
precedes the template vowel. In the —ʦɑ template we have found mostly names, other items
that could qualify semantically do not have a base ([ʦiʦɑ] ‘pussycat’, [ʦoʦɑ] ‘piggy’). Many of
these names are disyllabic, (20a), hence they fit among all other disyllabic templates discussed
here. However, there is also a trisyllabic set, which contains exclusively female names,30 (20b).
We could claim that these are diminutives of diminutives (like some items in (13f) above),
[aːɡi], [boɡi], [dɑlmi], etc. are all diminutive names. In this case [-ʦɑ] could be categorized as
an additive suffix. In fact, these forms are on the borderline of additive and templatic
diminutive formation. While all these forms are trisyllabic, which follows from the fact that
their stem is a disyllabic —i diminutive, the only front stem, [eːʋi], usually occurs with the
nonharmonizing ending [-ʦɑ], which is templatic behaviour, the alternative form [eːʋi-ʦɛ]
also exists. The harmonicity of the ending in the latter form hints at additive suffixation, as in
the case of the additive diminutive suffix in [mɑlɑʦ-kɑ] ‘pig-DIM’, [aːɡi-kɑ] vs. [ɛɡeːr-kɛ]
‘mouse-DIM’, [eːʋi-kɛ].

28Recall, gemination does not occur only after a consonant: [pont]þ[jɑ] is [poncɑ] ‘point-3SG.POSS’, [ost]þ[jɑ] is [oscɑ]
‘divide-3SG.DEF_OBJ’.

29B�arczi identifies the German suffix [-ai] as the source of this ending and provides some further examples, which do not
exist in present-day Hungarian (1931–1932, 90).

30There is also a common noun in this set containing an augmented bound stem: [fɑr(o)k] ‘tail’ > [fɑrkinʦɑ].
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(20) —ʦɑ diminutives
a. [ilona] > [ijʦɑ], [maːrijɑ] > [mɑjʦɑ], [tɛreːz] > [tɛjʦɑ], [laːsloː] > [lɑjʦɑ], [ʃɑroltɑ]

> [ʃɑjʦɑ], [eːʋi] > [ʋijʦɑ], [liːʋijɑ] > [ʋijʦɑ], [aːɡi] > [ɡijʦɑ], [olɡi] > [ɡijʦɑ]
b. [aːɡnɛʃ] > [aːɡjiʦɑ], [boɡlaːrkɑ] > [boɡjiʦɑ], [dɑlmɑ] > [dɑlmjiʦɑ], [eːʋɑ] >

[eːʋjiʦɑ], [ɡɑbrijɛllɑ] > [ɡɑbjiʦɑ], [kɑtɑlin] > [kɑtjiʦɑ], [klaːrɑ] > [klaːrjiʦɑ],
[maːrijɑ] > [mɑrjiʦɑ], [olɡɑ] > [olɡjiʦɑ]

It is not only [ʦ], but also [ʧ] and [ʃ], but not [s], [ʒ], or [z] that occur before [ɑ] in
diminutive templates. On the other hand, we find [k] in this position, which could not
accompany [i].

(21) —ʧɑ, —ʃɑ, and —kɑ diminutives
a. [ɑnnɑ] > [ɑnjʧɑ], [borbaːlɑ] > [borjʧɑ], [juːlijɑ] > [juljʧɑ], [maːrijɑ] > [mɑrjʧɑ],

[raːkʧaːlniʋɑloː] > [raːkjʧɑ]31 ‘snack’
b. [okeː] > [okjʃɑ] ‘okay’
c. [tɛreːz] > [tɛrjkɑ], [ɛmiːlijɑ] > [miljkɑ], [ʦɛruzɑ] > [ʦɛrjkɑ], [hɛroin] > [hɛrjkɑ] id.,

[poɲc] > [pocjkɑ] ‘carp’, [ʦiʦɑ] > [ʦiʦjkɑ] as in [ʦiʦkɑfɑrk] ‘yarrow (lit. cat’s tail)’
d. [ilonɑ] > [iloŋjkɑ], [kɑtɑlin] > [kɑtiŋjkɑ], [ʋɛronikɑ] > [ʋɛroŋkɑ], [ɑtillɑ] >

[ɑtiljkɑ], [ʦeːdulɑ] > [ʦeːduljkɑ] ‘tag’, [tɑlaːlkozoː] > [tɑlaːlkɑ] ‘rendezvous’,
[siporkaːz-] ‘to sparkle’ > [siporkɑ] ‘witty talk’

It is noteworthy, that [-kɑ] is homophonous with the back allomorph of the additive diminutive
suffix [-kɑ]/[-kɛ] ([kɑtɑliŋ-kɑ] vs. [ɛʋɛliŋ-kɛ]). Yet it is different from it in two terms: it is at the
end of a truncated base, so that the diminutive form is disyllabic, and it does not harmonize, it
invariably has a back vowel (cf. [tɛrkɑ] vs. [tɛreːs-kɛ]). We do find nonnharmonizing vowels in
regular additive suffixes, but these are neutral vowels, [i], [iː], and [eː], there are no regular
suffixes containing nonalternating [ɑ]. Likewise, we must analyse the endings of the two
diminute forms [ɟuri-kɑ] and [ɟurjkɑ] differently. In the first word it is the additive suffix
attached to the free (diminutive) stem [ɟuri] (cf. [tɛri] > [tɛri-kɛ]), while in the second we see an
instance of the —kɑ diminutive template.

Here too we find a trisyllabic template, exemplified by the items in (21d). In fact, all of
these diminutive forms have a consonant before [-kɑ], but this consonant is also present in the
base. Yet the base is truncated in a way that is untypical of the vowel loss described in §4.

6.3. Templates containing [o]

Short [o] (and to a lesser extent short [ø], but see §7) does not occur word finally in Hungarian.
As a result, we find long [oː] in diminutives whose template contains this vowel word finally,
(22a). In a more limited set of diminutives, the template is consonant final. This consonant is

31[raːkʧɑ] and [siporkɑ] may also be analysed as cases of backformation: [-l] in [raːkʧaːl] ‘crunch’ and [-z] in [siporkaːz-]
are the two productive verbalizing suffixes. ([raːkʧaːlniʋɑloː] could be translated as ‘crunchable(s)’.) Yet they certainly
fit the relevant templates, too.
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either [s], (22b), or [k], (22c), the items in the latter set are archaic, but the correlation between
the base and the diminutive form is rather obvious.

(22) The —oː, —os, and —oːk templates
a. [ʦiʦɑ] > [ʦiʦjoː] ‘pussycat’, [biʦikli] > [biʦjoː] ‘bicycle’, [baːc] > [baːcjoː] ‘older

brother’, [tɛlɛfon] > [tɛljoː] ‘phone’, [nɑrkotikum] > [nɑrkjoː] ‘drug’, [tɛʃtʋɛr] >
[tɛʃjoː] ‘sibling’, [ʃɑpkɑ] > [ʃɑpjoː] ‘cap’, [ʦiɡaːɲ] > [ʦiɡjoː] ‘gypsy’, [fɛrɛnʦ] >
[fɛrjoː], [jaːnoʃ] > [jɑnjoː], [kɑtɑlin] > [kɑtjoː], [mɑrɡit] > [mɑrɡjoː]

b [filozoːfuʃ] > [filjos] ‘philosopher’, [bijoloːɡijɑ] > [bijjos] ‘biology (as a school
subject)’, [mɑʧkɑ] > [mɑʧkjos] ‘cat’

c. [ɛrʒeːbɛt] > [ɛrʒjoːk], [iʃtʋaːn] > [iʃtjoːk], [mihaːj] > [mihjoːk], [pufjoːk] ‘chubby’32
d. [ɡitaːr] > [ɡicjoː] ‘guitar’, [ʋinʧɛstɛr] > [ʋiɲjoː] ‘harddisk’, [pinʦɛ] > [piɲjoː] ‘cellar’,

[frɑŋkoː] > [frɑɲoː] ‘splendid’, [kɑtɑlin] > [kɑcjoː], [ʃaːndor] > [ʃɑɲjoː]
e. [maːcaːʃ] > [mɑcjoː], [ɟoːc-pɛdɑɡoːɡijɑ]33 ‘special education’ > [ɟoɟjoː] ‘mentally

retarded’, [ɡɛɲɲɛʃ] > [ɡɛɲjoː] ‘scuzzbag’
f. [tɑrisɲɑ] > [tɑcoː] ‘bag’, [lɛʦkɛ] > [lɛɲoː] ‘homework’, [ɡirhɛʃ] > [ɡirɲoː] ‘meagre’,

[hɛroin] > [hɛrɲoː] id., [klozɛtt] > [klocoː] ‘toilet’, [beːnɑ] > [beːnʤoː] ‘hapless’,
[mɛrʦeːdɛs] > [mɛrʤoː] ‘Mercedes’

Like in diminutive templates containing [ɑ], we find items with a palatal consonant also before
the template vowel [oː], (22d–e). In the second set, the palatal is present in the base too, but in
the first set we only find it in the diminutive form. The diminutives in (22f) exhibit random
consonant alternations. It must be noted that [hɛrɲoː] is homonymous with the common term
for ‘caterpillar’.

The most common consonant occurring before templatic [oː] is [k], (23a), but [ʦ] and [ʃ]
also occur marginally, (23b–c).

(23) The —koː, —ʦoː, and —ʃoː templates
a. [lɑjoʃ] > [lɑjjkoː], [fɛrɛnʦ] > [fɛrjkoː], [jaːnoʃ] > [jɑŋjkoː], [saːn] > [saːŋjkoː] ‘sledge’,

[ʧɛrɛsɲɛ] > [ʧɛrjkoː] ‘cherry’, [fɛsyltʃeːɡ] > [fɛsjkoː] ‘tension’, [milijoː] > [miljkoː]
‘million’, [ʃpɛʦijaːliʃ] > [ʃpɛʦjkoː] ‘special’, [proteːziʃ] > [protjkoː] ‘denture’,
[tɛtoʋaːlaːʃ] > [tɛtjkoː] ‘tattoo’, [lɑʦi]/[lɑʦɑ] > [lɑʦjkoː], [ʧɛsloʋaːkijɑ] > [ʧɛsjkoː]
‘Czechoslovakia’34

b. [fɛrɛnʦ] > [fɛjʦoː], [keːɡli] > [kɛjʦoː] ‘appartment’, [nɑdraːɡ] > [nɑjʦoː] ‘trousers’
c. [muki] > [mukjʃoː] ‘guy’,35 [utolʃoː] > [utjʃoː]36 (→[uʧʧoː]) ‘last’

32The base of this word is [pofɑ] ‘face’, but the connection is rather obscure. Also note the further diminutive form [pufi].
33The first stem in the compound [ɟoːc-pɛdɑɡoːɡijɑ] is the bound stem [ɟoːɟ-], a backformation from the verb [ɟoːɟiːt]
‘heal’. This explains the voicing of [ɟ] in [ɟoɟoː]. Alternatively, this may be a reduplicative diminutive, cf. §7.

34Although [ʧɛsko] happens to be ‘Czechia’ in Czech (and Slovak), and thus it could be analysed as a loanword, in
Hungarian [ʧɛskoː] was mainly used for former Czechoslovakia, not Czechia.

35The archaic name [muki] is itself a diminutive of [nɛpomuk].
36The base of [utʃoː] contains [ʃ], so it may be an instantiation of the —oː template with unsual internal truncation.
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The items in (23b–c) show that this ending is also not harmonically variable. This is so because
we have excluded archaic diminutives like [bɛnɛdɛk] > [bɛŋkøː], [ɛneːh] > [ɛnikøː], etc., as
explained in §2.

6.4. Templates containing [u]

Like in templates containing [i], those with [u] also may end in [ʃ]. The words in (24a) could
also be considered instances of clipping, but those in (24b–c) show that there does exist a
diminutive template —u. The diminutives in (24a–b) do not end in [u], those in (24c) alternate,
those in (24d) obligatorily end in [ʃ], they only have a diminutive form in the—uʃ template. The
last consonant of the trimmed base may be palatalized before [u], like before [ɑ] and [o], (24e).

(24) The —u and —uʃ templates
a. [ɑk(k)umulaːtor] > [ɑkju] ‘battery’, [ɑlumiːnijum] > [ɑlju] ‘aluminium’, [frizurɑ] >

[frizju] ‘hairdo’, [dokumɛntumfilm] > [dokju] ‘documentary’, [situaːʦijoː] > [sitju]
‘situation’, [mizujʃaːɡ] > [mizju] ‘what’s up?’

b. [fizɛteːʃ] > [fizju] ‘salary’, [bɑlaːʒ] > [bɑlju], [lillɑ] > [lilju]
c. [ɑɲɑ] > [ɑɲju(ʃ)] ‘mother’, [ɑpɑ] > [ɑpju(ʃ)] ‘father’, [bɑbɑ] > [bɑbju(ʃ)], [kucɑ] >

[kucju(ʃ)] ‘dog’
d. [ʦiʦɑ] > [ʦiʦjuʃ] ‘pussycat’, [dɑdɑ] > [dɑdjuʃ] ‘nanny’, [pɛlɛŋkɑ] > [pɛjluʃ]

‘diaper’, [ɟɛŋɡɛ] > [ɟɛŋɡjuʃ] ‘weak’, [plɛckɑ] > [plɛcjuʃ] ‘gossip’, [mɑɡdolnɑ] >
[mɑɡdjuʃ], [kɑtɑlin] > [kɑtjuʃ], [tɛreːzijɑ] > [tɛjruʃ], [mɛɲheːrt] > [mɛɲjuʃ],
[bijɑŋkɑ] > [bijjuʃ], [bɛaːtɑ]/[bɛɑ] > [bɛjuʃ], [reːkɑ] > [reːkjuʃ], [ʋiktor]/[ʋiktoːrijɑ]
> [ʋikjuʃ]

e. [piʃti] > [picju], [bɛnɛdɛk] > [bɛɲjuʃ]

There is no clear evidence for any templatic consonant before [u]. The candidates are listed in
(25).

(25) Apparent templatic consonants before [u]
a. [hɛkuʃ] ‘policeman’
b. [ilonɑ] > [iʦu], [judit] > [juʦuʃ]

However, the base of [hɛkuʃ], is obsolete,37 while both [iʦu] and [juʦuʃ] may be associated with
the diminutive forms [iʦɑ], (20a), and [juʦi], (13b), respectively. If these analyses are right, there
is little reason to assume that there exist templates —kuʃ, —ʦu, or —ʦuʃ.

6.5. Templates containing [ɛ]

While all other template vowels occur at the end of diminutive forms, [ɛ] does not, it is always
followed by a consonant, which may be [s], (26a–b), [k], (26c–d), or [r], (26e–f). We have found
one item with palatalization before [-ɛs], (26b), and one before [-ɛk], (26d), although in the latter

37The slang words [heː] ‘police’, [heːbɛ] ‘police station’ (loans from German slang) were current at the beginning of the
20th century in Hungarian, but later went extinct.
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case the source of the palatalized consonant is unclear. The ending [-ɛf] in (26g) is unprece-
dented, we suspect that this diminutive form is a loan.

(26) Diminutives in [ɛ]
a. [ʧɑbɑ] > [ʧɑbjɛs], [ɡaːbor] > [ɡɑbjɛs], [kaːroj] > [kɑrjɛs], [koleːɡijum] > [koljɛs]

‘dormitory’, [ɑlkoholiʃtɑ] > [ɑlkjɛs] ‘alcoholic’, [paːliŋkɑ] > [paːljɛs] ‘brandy’,
[pørkølt] > [pørjɛs] ‘stew’, [boʧaːnɑt] > [boʧjɛs] ‘excuse me’

b. [buŋkoː] > [buɲjɛs] ‘dimwit’
c. [mɑtɛmɑtikɑ] > [mɑtjɛk] ‘maths’, [pɑʦaːk] > [pɑʦjɛk] ‘bloke’, [hɑpʃi] > [hɑpjɛk]

‘bloke’, [mɑʧkɑ] > [mɑʧjɛk] ‘cat’
d. [bɑssɑmɛɡ] > [bɑɲjɛk] ‘damn!’
e. [kɑlɑuz] > [kɑljlɛr] ‘conductor’, [ɲɑlizoː] > [ɲɑljlɛr] ‘flatterer’, [ɲuɡdiːjɑʃ] >

[ɲuɡjɡɛr] ‘pensioneer’, [komuniʃtɑ] > [kommɛr] ‘communist’, [jobboldali] >
[jobjbɛr] ‘rightist’, [bɑloldɑli] > [bɑljlɛr] ‘leftist’, [okeː] > [okjkɛr] ‘okay’, [ɡɑɟi] >
[ɡɑɟjɟɛr] ‘worthless’, [bɑssɑmɛɡ] > [bɑkjkɛr] ‘damn!’

f. [villɑmoʃ] > [viljiŋɡɛr] ‘tram’, [fɑsi] > [fɑsjiŋɡer] ‘guy’, [ʧoːri] > [ʧoːrjiŋɡɛr]
‘blighter’

g. [kaːlmaːn] > [kɑljɛf]

It is a unique feature of diminutives ending in [-ɛr] that the consonant before the ending is
geminated, hence we assign the formula —ːɛr to this template. We could not identify the source
of the [k] in [bɑkkɛr]. We assume that this template imitates disyllabic German and English
loanwords in which the consonant between the two vowels is also often geminated ([rollɛr]
‘scooter’, [sʋɛttɛr] ‘sweater’, [triɡɡɛr] ‘trigger’, [ʋɛkkɛr] ‘alarm clock’, [koffɛr] ‘trunk’, [ziʦʦɛr]
‘opportunity’, [ʃtoppɛr] ‘stopwatch’, etc., cf. N�adasdy 1989). Likewise, —ɛs diminutives are
phonologically similar to a set of Yiddish loanwords ([ʦoːrɛs] ‘misery’, [mɑʦɛs] ‘matzah’, [pɑjɛs]
‘sideburns’, [ʃɑmɛs] ‘assistant’). B�arczi (1931–1932, 91) claims that [-ɛk] is abstracted away from
words of Slavic origin (more specifically, probably Slovak).

In a smaller set of words we find a trisyllabic template, —iŋɡɛr. This is less productive than
—ːɛr. The form [kɑlɛf], (26g), is unique in having the ending [-ɛf], we could not discover its
provenance.

6.6. Summary of disyllabic diminutive templates

We summarize the disyllabic diminutive templates we have identified so far in (27). For the
templates that are in parentheses we have only found one example.38 The [j] in superscript
represents the palatalization of the consonant before the templatic vowel. We have seen that
this is not a reflex of a consonant [j], but the representation is not meant to suggest an
autosegmental analysis for this phenomenon. In this chart we ignore vowel length alternations
in the stem.

38In this case we only considered diminutives in which the palatal or the [ʃ] is not present in the base. So although [ɑɲuʃ]
‘mother.DIM’ or [tɛʃoː] ‘sibling.DIM’ match the template —ʲuʃ and —ʃoː, they are here taken to belong only to —uʃ and
—oː.
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(27) Disyllabic diminutive template endings

-i -ɑ -o -u -ɛ
—i, —iʃ —ɑ, (—ɑj) —oː, —os, —oːk —u, —uʃ —ɛs, —ɛk, —ːɛr,

(—ɛf)
-ʲ- —ʲi —ʲɑ, (—ʲɑk) —ʲoː (—ʲu), (—ʲuʃ) (—ʲɛs), (—ʲɛk)
-k- —kɑ —koː
-ʦ- —ʦi —ʦɑ —ʦoː
-ʧ- —ʧi —ʧɑ
-ʃ- —ʃi (—ʃɑ) (—ʃoː)
-s- —si
-ʒ- —ʒi
-z- (—zi)

Based on this chart, we can make the following generalizations:

1. Of the seven short vowels, five occur in diminutive templates, the two most marked ones,
the front round vowels [y] and [ø], do not. We discuss the relevance of this gap in §8.
Long vowels are also not common in this function, the only exception is [oː], which is
required by a phonotactic constraint against word-final short [o] in Hungarian.

2. All five templatic vowels may occur right after the truncated base. Palatalization of the
base-final consonant is a possibility before all templatic vowels, but occurs only marginally
before [u] and [ɛ] (we have found a single example for each possibility), and less
commonly before [i].

3. A consonant may follow the templatic vowel. This may be [ʃ] after the high vowels [i] and
[u], and [s] or [k] after mid [o] and [ɛ]. It may also be [r] in the “geminating” template
—ːɛr. The template vowel [ɑ] may marginally be followed by [j] and [k].

4. A consonant may also precede the templatic vowel, but in this case no consonant may
follow. The preceding consonant may be [k] before [ɑ] and [o]; [ʦ] before [i], [ɑ], and [o];
[ʧ] before [i] and [ɑ]; [ʃ] before [i] and marginally before [ɑ] and [o]; and [s], [ʒ], and [z]
only before [i]. That is, most consonants (but not [k]) occur before [i], less before [ɑ], and
even less before [o]. A templatic consonant cannot appear before [u] and [ɛ].

5. We may look at the chart in (27) as a markedness hierarchy, where templates on the left
and at the top have a larger type frequency than those on the right and at the bottom. It
follows that the templates with a single example are all at the marked edges of the hi-
erarchy. Also the templates are in contiguous scales with two exceptions: no [k] before [i]
and the—ʧoː template seems to be missing, although there is at least one item in the more
marked —ʃoː template.

7. REDUPLICATIVE DIMINUTIVES

The reduplicative diminutive template is also disyllabic. Typically the first CV of the base is
copied, (28a), but there are examples like (28b), where it is not the first part. The reduplicandum
is strictly CV, a single consonant and a short vowel, so long vowels are shortened, (28c), and
extra consonants are trimmed, (28d). However, word-final [o] must be long due to the
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previously mentioned phonotactic constraint, so while the long [oː] in [moːnikɑ] is shortened,
the final [oː] in [momoː] is still long,39 just like in the items in (28e).

Standard descriptions of Hungarian claim that the constraint requiring word-final [oː] to be
long extends to another mid vowel, [øː] (N�adasdy & Sipt�ar 1994, 63). Indeed, in most words that
end in [ø], this vowel is also long. Yet, the constraint does not apply in the reduplicated form in
(28f). Since only CV can be reduplicated, the long [øː] of this base is shortened, and it may
remain short in word-final position.40

(28) Reduplicative diminutives
a. [lɑjoʃ]/[lɑurɑ] > [lɑlɑ], [zitɑ] > [zizi], [sɑboː] > [sɑsɑ], [bɛnɛdɛk] > [bɛbɛ]
b. [noeːmi] > [mimi], [ʒoːfi] > [fifi], [aːɡi] > [ɡiɡi], [ʒuʒɑ] > [ʒɑʒɑ]
c. [moːnikɑ] > [momoː], [peːtɛr] > [pɛpɛ]
d. [kriʃtoːf] > [kiki], [silʋijɑ] > [sisi]
e. [noeːmi] > [nonoː], [koʋaːʧ] > [kokoː], [zoltaːn] > [zozoː], [ʒolt] > [ʒoʒoː]
f. [løːrinʦ] > [lølø]/[løløː]
g. [kokɑin] > [kokoː] ‘cocaine’, [vivijɛn] > [vivi], [lillɑ] > [lili], [ʒuʒɑnnɑ] > [ʒuʒu]
h. [mɑmɑ] ‘mummy’, [pɑpɑ] ‘daddy’, [dɑjkɑ] > [dɑdɑ] ‘nanny’, [kɑkɑ] ‘doo-doo’,

[piʃɑ] > [pipi] ‘piddle’, [ʃɛb]? > [bibi] ‘wound’
i. [ʧoʧoː] ‘table football’

As before, there are some diminutive forms that fit several templates. The items in (28g) are both
diminutives and examples of the —oː, —i, and —u templates. While most of our examples are
names, common nouns are also subject to this process. Many of them belong to child language,
(28h). This is a rather universal feature of language as some of the English glosses for these
words show.

The example in (28i) also seems to belong here, but we could not find out its etymology.

8. TEMPLATES AND VOWEL HARMONY

We have already noted that diminutive templates do not contain the front rounded (F) vowels
[ø] and [y], only front unrounded, that is, neutral (N), and back (B) vowels. Due to vowel
harmony, a disyllabic word (excluding compounds) of Hungarian typically contains one of the
vowel pairs in (29a), but not those in (29b).

(29) Common and rare vowel pairs in disyllabic words
a. BB, BN, FF, FN, NN, NB, NF
b. BF, FB

39One cannot tell if the first or the second syllable in a reduplicated diminutive is the base. Here we arbitrarily take it to
be the first one.

40Google has about an equal number of matches for L€ol€o and L€ol}o (with the “site:.hu” filter). There are other instances of
word-final short [ø]: abbreviations read out as humorous letter names, like pl. ‘for example’, which could be [peːɛl], but
is often [pølø], hf. ‘homework’ [haːɛf] or [høfø], or stb. ‘etcetera’ [ɛʃteːbeː] or [ʃøtøbø].
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That is, neutral vowels freely combine with both front rounded and back vowels, (29a), but the
latter two rarely combine with each other, (29b).41 It follows that the templatic vowel in the
diminutive of a word containing an F vowel in its truncated stem is not likely to be anything but
[i] ([ʃyn] ‘hedgehog’ > [ʃynji], [fyløp] > [fylji], [børtøn] ‘prison’ > [børji], [ødøn] > [dønjʦi]).
This is indeed the case, diminutive forms like [tyndɛ] > %[tyndjuʃ] or [ødøn] > ?[ødjuʃ] are few
and far between, similarly to the rarity of FB stems.42 In some diminutive forms we even see an
exceptional harmony of the template vowel ([tyndɛ] > %[tyndjuʃ]/%[tyndjyʃ]). This never oc-
curs after a base containing an N vowel ([imrɛ] > [imrjuʃ], p[imrjyʃ]; [beːlɑ] > [beːljuʃ], p[beːljyʃ];
[tɛreːzijɑ] > [tɛrjuʃ], p[tɛrjyʃ]).

No pair of the templates we have identified can be each other’s harmonic variants. The
templates do not contain an F vowel and apart from word-final [oː], all template vowels are
short. This leaves us with only [ɛ] and [ɑ] as a possible harmonic alternation in diminutive
templates. However, templates with [ɑ] typically do not, while those containing [ɛ] must include
a consonant after the vowel, so they cannot differ only in their vowel, producing a harmonic
pair. Nevertheless, since F bases are inserted in templates with the N vowel [i] only ([fylji],
[dønjʦi]), and F vowels do not occur in templates, almost all diminutive forms conform to the
common harmony patterns listed in (29a). Except for FF and NF, of course, since there are no
templates with F.

As briefly explained at the end of §3, polymorphemic words are subject to Harmonic
Uniformity. In most cases this requirement applies vacuously. The stems [ɲul-ɑm] and [ɲil-ɑm]
in (30a) govern back harmony, either because the root vowel is back ([u]) or because it is an
antiharmonic neutral vowel ([i]). The stems [fyl-ɛm] and [sil-ɛm] in (30b) govern front har-
mony, either because the stem vowel is front rounded ([y]) or because it is a harmonic neutral
vowel ([i]). In such words any further suffix will simply follow suit.

(30) Harmony is determined by the root
a. [ɲul-ɑm-ɑt] ‘rabbit-1SG.POSS-ACC’, [ɲil-ɑm-ɑt] ‘arrow-1SG.POSS-ACC’
b. [fyl-ɛm-ɛt] ‘ear-1SG.POSS-ACC’, [sil-ɛm-ɛt] ‘elm-1SG.POSS-ACC’
c. [ʃimɑ] ‘smooth’, [ʃim-iːt] ‘smooth-VRBZ’, [ʃim-iːt-ok] ‘smooth-VRBZ-1SG’
d. [pisok] ‘dirt’, [pisk-iːt] ‘dirt-VRBZ’, [pisk-iːt-ok] ‘dirt-VRBZ-1SG’
e. [ind-iːt] ‘start-VRBZ’, [ind-iːt-eːk] ‘start-VRBZ-NOMZ (5motive)’, [indiːteːk-om]

‘motive-1SG.POSS’

In (30c) the root-final vowel of [ʃimɑ] is deleted before the verbalizing suffix. This is important
because the deleted vowel is the phonetic carrier of the information that this morpheme governs
back harmony. The resulting word [ʃim-iːt] contains two neutral vowels, yet it governs back
harmony, because the root [ʃimɑ] also governs back harmony. (30d) shows that the same holds

41Some recent loanwords provide examples for these patterns: [ʃoføːr] ‘chauffeur’, [kajyt] ‘cabin’. There are a few
nonalternating back suffixes: [-kor] used in time specifications: [øt-kor] ‘at five o’clock’ ([øt] ‘five’, also cf. the free
stem [kor] ‘age’). In addition there are loan derivative adjectivizer suffixes like [-aːliʃ]/[-aːriʃ], [-ikuʃ], [-iʃtɑ], and the
verbalizing suffix [-aːl]. The stems these are added to typically do not contain an F vowel.

42As we noted on several occasions, in an earlier variety of the language, there were harmonically variable templatic
diminutives ([ɑndraːʃ] > [ɑndoː], [ɡɛrɡɛj] > [ɡɛrøː] or [ɡɛrɡøː], [domoŋkoʃ] > [domɑ], [dømøtør] > [dømɛ]), but such
harmonizing templates became inactive.
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if the vowel deleted is within the root. This effect is limitless, the root of [ind-iːt-eːk] is [ind-],
which is an antiharmonic bound root governing back harmony (cf. [ind-ul] ‘start-VRBZ’), and,
due to Harmonic Uniformity, its derivate [ind-iːt-eːk] also governs back harmony despite
containing three neutral vowels.

(31) Templatic diminutives are not subject to Harmonic Uniformity
a. [ʃimon-nɑk] > [ʃimji-nɛk]
b. [eːʋaː-nɑk] > [eːʋji-nɛk]
c. [kaːroj-nɑk] > [kɑrjɛs-nɑk/nɛk]
d. [aːɡnɛʃ-nɑk/nɛk] > [aːɡji-nɑk]
e. [ʃim-oɡɑt-nɑk] ‘caress-3PL’ > [ʃimji-z-nɛk] ‘caress.DIM-3PL’

The dative suffix following the nondiminutive and diminutive forms of the names in (31a–d) prove
that templatic diminutives are not subject to Harmonic Uniformity. In (31a–c) the first name
contains a back vowel in its last syllable, accordingly the suffix also shows up with its back-vowelled
allomorph. In the diminutive forms this back vowel is replaced with a neutral vowel. As a result the
names in (31a–b) will govern front harmony, like polysyllabic, monomorphemic words, as we saw
in (5f) in §3, and unlike the words in (30c–e). In (31c) [kɑrɛs] vacillates, like [hotɛl] in (5e) and
[aːɡnɛʃ] in (31d), and unlike its base, [kaːroj]. The diminutive of [aːɡnɛʃ], [aːɡi] does not vacillate
like its base, but governs back harmony, like [profil] in (5d). (31e) provides a verbal example: the
diminutive verb [ʃimi-z-] does not inherit the back harmony of its base [ʃimoɡɑt] (itself a derivate
of [ʃimɑ] ‘smooth’), it governs front harmony, like [ʦiʋil] in (5f). That is, templatic diminutive
forms do not behave harmonically as a word produced by regular additional morphology behaves.

We conclude a templatic diminutive form is harmonically not related to its base. A templatic
diminutive form behaves as a single morpheme for vowel harmony. As such [ʃimi] and [eːʋi] can
only govern front harmony, [kɑrɛs] vacillates, and [aːɡi] can only govern back harmony, since
they are polysyllabic and, apparently, monomorphemic.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discovered several aspects in which additive (agglutinative) morphology
(AM), the regular method of inflection and derivation in Hungarian, is different from truncative
morphology (TM), applied in the creation of diminutive forms only. One set of differences
concern vowel alternations. These are listed in (32).

(32) Vowel alternations
a. vowel shortening: both AM and TM, (4g–i), (12a)
b. word-final vowel loss: both AM and TM, (6), (7d)
c. vowel lengthening

� stem-final: only AM, (4f)
� stem-internal: only TM, (12b)

d. word-internal loss of single short vowel: only AM, (4j)
e. proper truncation: only TM, passim
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The shortening of the last vowel and the loss of the final vowel of the stem or base occurs in both
additive and truncative processes, (32a–b), but this is where the similarities end. Although the
stem vowel may lengthen in both types of process, in additive morphology we only find the
lengthening of a stem-final low vowel, in truncative morphology it is only a stem-internal vowel
that may lengthen, and not only low [ɛ] and [ɑ], but also mid [o]. As for vowel/zero alternations,
it is only a single short vowel that may be lost in additive morphology. Truncative morphology,
on the other hand, may disappear not only short, but also long vowels, and not only one, but any
number of them. (In addition, consonants may also be lost only in this type of process.)
Furthermore, while only the last vowel of the stem, potentially followed by a single consonant,
may be targeted by additive morphology, truncation can affect any vowel of the base.

It must be pointed out that the output of additive morphology and diminutive truncation
may be indistinguishable when the latter targets a single stem-final vowel. The former process
cannot target more than one short vowel, as in (33a), but in the diminutive form in (33b) we also
see that a single short vowel is lost. However, as we have pointed out above and try to hint at by
not using the hyphen as a morpheme boundary symbol, the diminutive form [eːʋji] behaves as a
monomorphemic word, which accordingly must govern front harmony (cf. (5f)), and not as a
polymorphemic word, like [beːn-iːt], which governs back harmony due to Harmonic Unifor-
mity. In (33) we enclose the target of truncation in angle brackets.

(33) Word-final vowel loss vs. truncation
a. [beːn⟨ɑ⟩-iːt-ok] ‘lame-VRBZ-1SG’ (cf. [beːnaː-nɑk] ‘lame-DAT’)
b. [eːʋ⟨ɑ⟩ji-nɛk] ‘Eva.DIM-DAT’ (cf. [eːʋaː-nɑk] ‘Eva-DAT’)

Additive and truncative morphology are also different in the harmonicity of the suffixes (or
endings) added to stems/bases. We summarize the possibilities in (34).

(34) Suffix vowel alternations
a. harmonizing suffixes: only AM43

b. nonharmonizing suffixes
• back vowel: mostly TM
• front vowel

– [i]: both AM and TM
– [eː]: only AM
– [ɛ]: only TM
– [y(ː) ø(ː)]: neither

Harmonically alternating suffix allomorphs characterize additive morphology. In truncative
diminutives such variants occur only extremely marginally in present-day Hungarian: the
templatic [u] may alternate with [y], but only marginally and optionally after a front rounded
vowel in the base ([tyndjuʃ]∼[tyndjyʃ]). We have seen that the vowels of truncative diminutive
templates generally do not alternate harmonically. Nonalternating back suffix vowels do not
occur in additive morphology (pace [-kor], some Latinate derivative suffixes, and the verbalizing

43Pace %[tynd-yʃ].
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[-aːl], see §8), they are typical of truncative diminutive templates. Nonalternating front rounded
vowels do not occur in suffixes at all. It is the front unrounded, that is, neutral vowels that are
common in this context. Of these, low [ɛ] is limited to truncative morphology, mid [eː] to
additive morphology (recall, diminutive template vowels are generally short), and it is the high
[i] that may be found in both categories.

So additve morphology and truncative morphology are clearly two subsystems in Hungarian,
the properties of which are incompatible to a very large extent.
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